ST VINCENT’S HOSPITAL IN-PATIENT FACILITY $160M 1997
ST JOHN OF GOD MEDICAL CLINIC $35M
THE ALFRED HOSPITAL $5.8M 1998
SOUTH WEST HEALTH CAMPUS $53M 1999
LOGAN HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT $20M
WESLEY HOSPITAL $121M
MATER HOSPITAL COLLOCATION AT REDLANDS HOSPITAL $12M 2000
ROYAL BRISBANE HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT $80M 2002
EPWORTH HOSPITAL RICHMOND $22M
DH MOBILE OPHTHALMIC SURGICAL FACILITIES £60M 2003
HAMMERSMITH HOSPITAL IMAGING FACILITY £60M
DH MOBILE OPERATING THEATRES PROCUREMENT £120M 2004
ST VINCENT’S HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT/REFURBISHMENT $4M 2005
ST ANDREW’S WAR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL $42M
EPWORTH HOSPITAL BOX HILL $40M 2006
ROYAL MELBOURNE $10M
IPSWICH HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT $55M
INNER & EASTERN HEALTH CARE NETWORK $43M 2007
ROYAL BRISBANE HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT $240M
ROYAL WOMEN’S HOSPITAL REDEVELOPMENT $120M 2008
DH MOBILE MRI PROCUREMENT £74M
DH PET -CT PROCUREMENT £200M
DH INDEPENDENT SECTOR TREATMENT CENTRES £500M
DH DIAGNOSTIC PROCUREMENT £2.2B

As international multidisciplinary engineering consultants, NDY is committed to delivering cost effective and innovative engineering designs.

By embracing evidence-based design objectives, contributing significantly to the creation and maintenance of health-friendly environments to benefit patient, staff and therefore healthcare providers.

Scientific research focusing on evidence-based design outcomes has shown that sound design contributes to:

• improving patient recovery times
• lowering stress levels
• enhancing staff retention rates
• reducing hospital-acquired infection rates
• reducing the incidence of patient treatment errors

NDY maintains that the building services we engineer today should withstand the test of time, friendly, safe, environmentally sound, delivered on time, within budget and satisfy the client brief.

NDY risk management and fully accredited in-house quality assurance protocols ensure that our design processes are subjected to refinement.

The basic principles of research, continued learning, and close integration with healthcare practitioners, further differentiate our services to clients.

The outcome is an international team of NDY Health engineers who provide consistently world class results.

To be the best in our field demands
and client satisfaction.

NDY HEALTH
A HEALTH DESIGN CONSULTANCY HANNEERING INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND ENGINEERING EXPERTISE TO DELIVER CALMING HEALING HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS.
NDY is engaged by the Department of Health Central Clinical Procurement Programme to provide building services advice across a range of government initiatives.

The Phase 2 Diagnostics programme is worth £2.2B and focuses on mobile and fixed facilities around England on both hospital and maintaining continuity of service and operation required. NDY undertook feasibility studies and set up within a matter of hours transferred from one site to another. Modern construction and logistical issues within the theatre suite by the department. NDY has undertaken auditing, master planning and design of building services including:

- Biomedical Research Facility
- Central Energy Services Building
- Pharmacy & Stores
- Central Health Services Building
- NIT Psychiatric Centre & Discharge Unit
- Royal Children’s Medical Block
- Site-wide Communications & Technology systems

RHB is the most important health services complex in the state of Queensland and the largest in terms of bed numbers in Australia. In 2005 NDY was commissioned to undertake a complex wide quantitative assessment of security risk exposures.

A range of rail control options including CCTV, public displays/ interactive kiosks, mobile devices, electronic access control systems and patient call, many which as a consequence of the assessment.
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